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Short-term relief
The Greek government finally won enough parliamentary support to pass the Medium-Term Fiscal 
Strategy Program,me, thus giving the government the green light to implement a EUR78bn package of 
tax increases and asset sales (see highlight). Financial markets rallied on the positive news coming from 
Greece. European peripheral sovereign spreads have tightened across all maturities; the Spanish 10 year 
bond spread against the German bond has tightened 48bp this week. Nevertheless, for uncertainties 
to subside there are still some issues which must be clarified, such as the details of the second aid 
package and how private sector involvement (PSI) is to be defined in the programme. Regarding the 
PSI, official and private sector positions must converge in order for private investment to be guaranteed. 
Furthermore, rather than resolving the Greek solvency problem, the French proposal seems to have 
simply bought Greece time to adjust its economy. Moreover, the new debt coupons, ranging between 
5.5% and 8%, do not provide the possibility of reducing Greece’s debt as real interest rates are to remain 
above real GDP growth.

Economic data no longer consistently surprising on the downside
This week’s economic data continues to show that the economic recovery is slowing down. However, 
there are initial signs which indicate that the weakness is reversing and that growth could bounce 
back in 3Q11. Business activity indicators point to an improvement over the next few months. Industrial 
production in Japan increased 5.7% y/y in May after contracting 1.6% in April. Additionally the 2Q11 Tankan 
survey suggests that large Japanese companies will boost capital spending by 4.2% in 2011, exceeding 
analysts’ expectations of 2.4%. In all, this suggests that Japanese industrial activity is rebounding following 
the shock suffered by the earthquake and this in turn is paving the way for a rebound in industrial activity 
in other countries which have been affected much more than expected by the supply chain distortion. In 
fact, the US ISM beat expectations, rising to 55.3 in June from 53.5, pointing towards a more solid growth 
going forward. This data supports our view that the US economic slowdown is temporary. In contrast, 
Chinese PMI decreased in June to 50.9 from 51.5 (the slowest pace in more than two years), but faced 
with inflation pressures and with monetary aggregates falling short of their targets, two more rate hikes 
still seem likely. Eurozone surveys also came in weaker than expected. 

Next week, markets will focus on the ECB monetary policy meeting (see highlight) and the US 
June non-farm payrolls. June Non-farm Payrolls.

Chart 1

Manufacturing Activity
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Highlights
ECB sticking to “normalisation” until it feels more comfortable
After the expected hike next week, we expect an additional 25bp increase this year.

Greece: uncertainty will not disappear
Greece will continue to be examined quarterly to check that it is on track to meet targets.

China’s Audit Office puts local government debt at 22% of GDP
New official data regarding local government debt came in lower than some market estimates.
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Markets
Positive impact in rates of a lower risk premium in Greece 
The tightening prior to the approval of the austerity measures in Greece should correct over the 
next few days. The parts of the curve which we think have the most scope are: 

i. Core/periphery spreads: these should have some scope to correct further from their recent 
all-time highs, following the trend seen in recent hours. 

ii. Financial risk premium: asset swaps, particularly at the short end, should decline (back to 
around 53 bp in the euro 2Y). Also, market expectations for euro and dollar inter bank rates 
should ease (the front 3M futures contracts for both rates recently widened on risks of a 
possible up tick in the bank liquidity premium). 

iii. Expectations for ECB action: the market, which had been reducing its expectations of ECB 
tightening while it awaited events in Greece, could correct its forecasts back up. At the same 
time, the short end will become more sensitive to macro data, especially to inflation-related data. 

iv. Fiscal factors: in the US, the long terms of the Treasury have been largely driven by flight-to 
safety over the last 4-5 weeks, with fiscal risks taking a back seat. Given a possible reduction 
in the global systemic risk premium and with the debt cap deadline looming (2 August) these 
could now come back to the fore.

Positive momentum in other markets too 
In currencies, we have witnessed a return in risk appetite, something which has benefited 
currencies which are sensitive to risk. Furthermore, we would highlight that EURUSD has also 
been favoured by the expectation of a further 25bp hike in interest rates in July by the ECB. The 
reduction in the market’s net-long position of the last few weeks has also done its work, boosting 
the EURUSD’s increases by more than 4 big-figures during the last week and taking it above 
1.4500. Over the next few weeks, following the end of the first half of the year and the 4 July public 
holiday in the USA, the market may start to concentrate on macro figures related to the health of 
the North American economy and the vote on the US debt ceiling. 

The primary market was quiet as a consequence of current market volatility, although activity is 
expected to normalise following the easing of the Greek situation, mainly through the issue of 
high-quality assets such as covered bonds. Regarding senior debt of financials, although it has 
become somewhat less attractive than other, higher quality assets, such as covered bonds, a 
certain number of private placements have been reported with a degree of success, and following 
the summer, a new window of opportunity is expected to open up for senior debt issuers. 

In equity, Banks have shaken off the pressure which they have been under for weeks. Meanwhile, 
on the other - and more long term - the reduction of the market risk premium, due to the lower 
probability of Greece going bankrupt, is pushing down the IRR of Spanish 10ydebt. This implies 
that in general equity valuations could improve considerably.

Chart 3

Market forecasts for Eonia rates*
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ECB sticking to “normalisation” until it feels more comfortable
Despite heightening tensions regarding Greece in early June, the ECB signalled an interest rate 
rise in July at its monthly meeting. This week, Mr. Trichet reiterated that the central bank was “in 
a state of strong vigilance” and repeated that risks related to the growth outlook remain broadly 
balanced, whilst risks regarding medium-term inflation are on the upside. This near-confirmation 
of a 25bp rate hike comes in a context of lower than expected economic and inflation data. 
Moreover, although the approval of fiscal measures in Greece removed near-term uncertainty, 
a permanent solution to the underlying problems is still not in sight. The fact that with all the 
lingering uncertainties the ECB is sticking to “normalisation” regarding monetary policy from a 
stance that they perceive as still “too accommodative” is an indication that the ECB wants to reach 
an interest rate level that they feel more comfortable with. Given that inflation will remain above the 
target for the rest of the year and that they feel uncomfortable with the current policy rate level, we 
expect an additional 25bp increase this year (after the expected hike next week), likely to come in 
December and one further rise in March 2012 before they pause at 2.0% for the remainder of 2012. 
We believe that once the ECB reaches that 2.0% level, it will feel more comfortable in a context of: 
i) slower growth; ii) stable inflation expectations; iii) an absence of second-round effects; and iv) in 
which the underlying problems of the financial crisis are still unresolved. Thus, in our view, it will see 
no need to continue with the current pre-emptive approach and will not take any action for some 
time before resuming the course of policy normalization once uncertainties are dispelled.

Greece: uncertainty will not disappear
After the approval by the Greek parliament of key laws to implement further fiscal adjustment 
measures and launch privatisations, as well as the strong signals provided by the news that a new 
EU rescue package amounting to around EUR85bn - including private sector participation - will 
be released over the coming days, the IMF and EU look set to provide the pending tranche of 
the current loan to Greece. This should enable Greece to face forthcoming payments (the next 
one is due on 15 July). If the details of private sector participation are worked out properly, risk of a 
disorderly restructuring of Greek debt in the short term will have disappeared, so stress is likely to 
be reduced for the rest of periphery countries in coming weeks.. However, the outlook for the next 
few quarters is not free of risks. On one hand, the risk of restructuring in the long term remains, 
whilst on the other, Greece will continue to be submitted to quarterly examinations by the troika. If 
the country does not meet the established targets, the IMF will not be able to disburse its loan and 
hence a situation as the one experienced during the past two weeks could be repeated. If this was 
to happen, there would be less margin for new adjustment measures in Greece given the country’s 
political situation. This is why the key tasks now in Greece are to implement the two main pillars of 
the new measures: i). privatization; and ii) the development of a modern tax administration that is 
able to fight against tax fraud and collect taxes efficiently. Although the Greek finance minister has 
set these two tasks as the main challenges, it is also true that both these areas are the ones which 
have come up against the most resistance in the country. In short, despite the relief provided by last 
week’s news, the uncertainty will not disappear over the next quarters.

China’s Audit Office puts local government debt at 22% of GDP 
On Monday, China’s National Audit Office (NAO) announced that total local government 
debt stands at RMB10.7trn (22% of GDP), of which about half consists of obligations via local 
government financing vehicles (LGFVs). The figure for LGFV loans is much lower than in previous 
estimates by official sources and the market. We believe that the difference is due to varying 
definitions and concepts rather than a deliberate attempt to distort the picture. Nonetheless, 
the new data may be useful in assessing the true size of outstanding LGFV debt, which we now 
estimate to be around RMB14trn as of end-2010, equivalent to 35% of GDP. Not all of this debt 
bears an explicit local or central government guarantee (the reason why the NAO estimates local 
government debt from these vehicles at just RMB5.0trn). The new estimates generated a flurry 
of exchanges in the media about the true public debt burden in China, which some estimate 
to be as high as 80% of GDP, including both central and government debt.  While such a level 
does not pose a near-term financing problem, if allowed to increase further, it could result in 
local government debt-servicing problems and NPLs in the future. In recent weeks, reports of 
a proposal by the Ministry of Finance have been circulated saying that the central government 
and banks will have to bear some of this debt. In our view, a positive take on this situation is that 
officials are aware of the risks and are taking steps to address them. 
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Calendar: Indicators 
Eurozone: retail sales (May, 7 July)
Forecast: -0.9% m/m Consensus: : -1.0% m/m Previous: 0.9% m/m   

Comment: retail sales are expected to have declined in May, after rebounding in April, partly due 
to the Easter holidays. National figures already released for Germany and France have shown a 
significant decline in household spending in May. Nevertheless, consumer confidence remained 
broadly stable in 2Q, while underlying consumption drivers have not worsened. Overall, private 
consumption should have remained subdued in the eurozone as a whole in Q2, although data up to 
May suggests that it may have decelerated slightly over 1Q. High uncertainty regarding the economic 
outlook over the coming quarters, linked to the debt crisis in the periphery, should continue to weigh 
on consumer confidence. Market impact: a sharp drop in retail sales could be interpreted by markets 
as an increase in uncertainty about the recovery of household spending. This could thus fuel doubts 
about the role of domestic demand in supporting a more sustainable recovery.

Germany: industrial production (May, 7 July)
Forecast: 0.4% m/m Consensus: 0.5% m/m  Previous: -0.6% m/m  

Comment: We expect industrial production to have increased in May, after having declined in 
Mar. Soft data for 2Q suggests that the industrial recovery continued slowing, though confidence 
levels remained in expansionary territory. In addition, despite May’s anticipated increase, industrial 
output has already slowed from 1Q. Looking forward, we think that the industrial sector’s 
recovery remains on track, but looks set to take place at a more moderate pace, after the strong 
but unsustainable growth recorded last year. Upbeat exports data, for which data for May will 
also be released next week, should continue to support the industrial sector over the coming 
quarters, especially from emerging economies. Market impact: a very negative surprise could be 
interpreted by markets as a quicker slowdown in economic growth than anticipated.

US: ISM non-manufacturing index  (June, 6 July)
Forecast: 54.0 Consensus: 53.5 Previous: 54.6

Comment: the ISM Non-Manufacturing composite index increased 1.8pp in May to 54.6. A 
composite index above 50 indicates that the service sector is expanding. Employment in the 
service sector continues to grow, as suggested by the employment index which increased from 
51.9 to 54.0 in May. However, the general slowdown in economic activity and high commodity 
prices will drag down the June index, but we expect the report to still show positive economic 
growth. Market impact: a positive report could indicate employment creation during June in the 
non-manufacturing sector. Markets should respond positively to higher than expected figures. 

US: non-farm payroll and unemployment rate  (June, 8 Jul)
Forecast: 65k, 9.1% Consensus: 83k, 9.1% Previous: 54k, 9.1%

Comment: the previous month’s employment report indicated non-farm payroll employment 
is decelerating. The non-farm payroll increased by 54k jobs, on a seasonally adjusted basis, but 
added 178k fewer jobs than in May Furthermore, last month’s report was below the previous 
three-month average of 220k. Continued fiscal cuts at the federal, state, and local levels are 
likely to negatively impact non-farm payrolls in June.  Since the number of initial jobless claims 
remains relatively constant, we expect non-farm payrolls to modestly increase by 65k. In addition, 
unemployment duration is still high, suggesting that the unemployment rate will remain stable for 
June. Market impact: a series of weaker than expected data has increased market anxiety. If the 
employment situation deteriorates, we would expect investors to react negatively.

Australia: unemployment rate  (June, 7 July)
Forecast: 4.9% Consensus: - Previous: 4.9%

Comment: although Australia’s unemployment rate has been stable in recent months, the 
participation rate and full-time jobs figures have been declining, along with GDP growth. The 
employment data will be watched as an indicator of the health of the economy and by the RBA 
for the future course of monetary policy. Market impact: stronger-than-expected employment 
data would raise market sentiment, and could increase expectations of RBA rate hikes, leading to 
a stronger Australian dollar.
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DISCLAIMER

This document and the information, opinions, estimates and recommendations expressed herein, have been prepared by Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, 
S.A. (hereinafter called “BBVA”) to provide its customers with general information regarding the date of issue of the report and are subject to changes without 
prior notice. BBVA is not liable for giving notice of such changes or for updating the contents hereof.

This document and its contents do not constitute an offer, invitation or solicitation to purchase or subscribe to any securities or other instruments, or to 
undertake or divest investments. Neither shall this document nor its contents form the basis of any contract, commitment or decision of any kind.

Investors who have access to this document should be aware that the securities, instruments or investments to which it refers may not be appropriate 
for them due to their specific investment goals, financial positions or risk profiles, as these have not been taken into account to prepare this report. 
Therefore, investors should make their own investment decisions considering the said circumstances and obtaining such specialized advice as may be 
necessary. The contents of this document is based upon information available to the public that has been obtained from sources considered to be reliable. 
However, such information has not been independently verified by BBVA and therefore no warranty, either express or implicit, is given regarding its accuracy, 
integrity or correctness. BBVA accepts no liability of any type for any direct or indirect losses arising from the use of the document or its contents. Investors 
should note that the past performance of securities or instruments or the historical results of investments do not guarantee future performance.

The market prices of securities or instruments or the results of investments could fluctuate against the interests of investors. Investors should be aware 
that they could even face a loss of their investment. Transactions in futures, options and securities or high-yield securities can involve high risks and are 
not appropriate for every investor. Indeed, in the case of some investments, the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment and, in such 
circumstances, investors may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Thus, before undertaking any transaction with these instruments, 
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